DESSERTS
CLASSIC OCH STICKY TOFFEE PUDDING

CHEF’S CHEESECAKE OF THE DAY

Served with toffee sauce

£5.95

£5.95

PORRELLI’S ITALIAN ICE CREAM

ULTIMATE SCOTTISH SUNDAE
Fresh Scottish berries combined with tablet and
caramel shortcake ice cream topped with whipped
cream, crushed macaroon and dessert sauce
£6.25

CHEF’S PUDDING OF THE MOMENT
Ask what’s on tap today!

£5.95

Scottish-themed flavours available, including
IrnBru, Bubblegum, Scottish Tablet, Caramel
Shortcake & Raspberry Ripple

2scoop £3.25 | 3scoop £4.50

KINTYRE CHEESEBOARD
Selection of local cheeses served with frozen
grapes and Isle of Arran oatcakes and
tomato chutney

£7.50

liqueurs

HOT BEVERAGES

CHAMBORD

GLAYVA

TEA | SPECIAL TEA

HOT CHOCOLATE

£5.50

£7.50

£1.75 | £2.25

SMALL £2.25 | LARGE £2.75

COINTREAU

GRAND MARNIER

AMERICANO

MOCHA

£5.00

£5.50

SMALL £1.75 | LARGE £2.25

SMALL £2.25 | LARGE £2.75

DISARONNO

PASSOA

LATTE

ESPRESSO

£5.00

£4.00

SMALL £2.25 | LARGE £2.75

£1.50

DRAMBUIE

TIA MARIA

CAPPUCCINO

LIQUEUR COFFEE

£6.50

£5.00

SMALL £2.25 | LARGE £2.75

WHITE COFFEE
SMALL £1.75 | LARGE £2.25

25ml measure of house liqueur
£5.75

IRISH COFFEE

25ml measure of house whisky
£5.75

whisky
SPRINGBANK 18 YEAR OLD
Thick and oily, fruity and mellow; gives way to a sweet
liquorice and aniseed flavour as it opens up

£16.00
SPRINGBANK 15 YEAR OLD
Taste of raisins, dark chocolate, figs, marzipan,
Brazil nuts and vanilla

£14.00
SPRINGBANK 10 YEAR OLD
Taste of malt, oak, spice, nutmeg and cinnamon
with vanilla essence

£10.00
CRAGGANMORE 12 YEAR OLD
An elegant, smokey speyside malt with the most
complex aroma of any malt

£10.00
LONGROW 18 YEAR OLD
Peaty with notes of spicy, very oily with hints
of orange zest, pepper and chilli, smoked
meats and honey

£18.00
GLEN SCOTIA VICTORIANA
Finished in deep charred oak, this single malt
whisky is exceptionally smooth, its aroma
and flavour work in harmony

£15.00
DALMORE CIGAR MALT
Taste of tropical fruits, banana toffee and vanilla ice
cream on the palate

£16.00
GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR OLD
Palate is light with tastes of floral and spices;
very smooth

£8.00
GLENMORANGIE 10 YEAR OLD
First vanilla is detected on the tongue before it
ripples along the palate bringing a burst of
flowery fruitness

HIGHLAND PARK 18 YEAR OLD
Rich full flavour with the taste of honey and peat

£14.00
OBAN 14 YEAR OLD
Taste of figs, smoke, honey and malt

£11.00
MACALLAN 12 YEAR OLD
The palate is quite full and round with plenty of
bourbon notes; tastes of winter spice and vanilla
crème with dark chocolate

£12.50
TALISKER 10 YEAR OLD
Volcanic and full bodied with huge plumes
of smoke

£8.00
LAPHROAIG 10 YEAR OLD
Full bodied, smokey gem with a residual
sweetness and a hint of salt

£9.00
DALWHINNIE 15 YEAR OLD
Elegant, smooth and full bodied with a light fruity
palate and a whiff of heather on the finish

£9.00
AUCHENTOSHAN
Aroma of toasted almonds, caramelised
toffee and the signature smooth, delicate,
Auchentoshan taste

£9.00
BOWMORE 12 YEAR OLD
Puffs of peat smoke and pools of honey, sharpened
by lemon zest

£8.00
JURA SUPERSTITION
Lightly peated with hints of smoke, honey and pine

£8.00

£8.00
50ml measures unless otherwise stated

